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Their sentences were far more lenient than the prosecution had asked for. Scrushy was clearly a CEO with an
overbearing presence at the top of his company. By manipulating earnings and stock price, Scrushy was able
to secure stock options for himself on the lowest trading day of HealthSouth stock, netting him the highest
profit possible. The participation of Weston Smith, William Owens, Michael Martin, Aaron Beam and Jason
Brown in the fraud is described there as is their assistance to investigators and their guilty pleas. District Judge
Inge Johnson decided last week to proceed with the sentencings despite requests for a delay by lawyers on
both sides. In the early stages of Scrushy's prosecution the judge took care to preserve Scrushy's rights and
were critical of the prosecution. Retrieved January 25, , from stakeholder While some of the employees
involved may have succumbed to intense pressure from Scrushy or justified their actions by thinking it would
only be a one-time occurrence, it is clear that Scrusy and a majority of his executive family were well-aware
of the wrong-doing they were participating in. The following accounts need to be look at as of , and  Our
reimbursement from governmental third-party payors is based upon cost reports, Medicare and Medicaid
payment regulations and other reimbursement mechanisms which require the application and interpretation of
complex regulations and policies, and such reimbursement is subject to various levels of review and
adjustment by fiscal intermediaries and others, which may affect the final determination of reimbursement.
Martin to five years' probation, and then to one week in jail after his first reversal by the court. Martin will
begin his prison term Oct. I have a list of questions, which I hope might interest you. Are these clever tricks to
pump up the numbers, or something that a novice accountant could catch? At deadline, an attorney for Martin
was unavailable for comment. Scrushy trial rescheduled to start Feb. It may be very easy to get caught in the
pressure of corporate fraud but employees should not allow themselves to blindly follow a CEO who is
ethically deficient and become ethically deficient in their actions as well. How can the company carry tens of
millions of dollars in accounts receivable that are well over days? On this occasion, prosecutors sought a
prison term of 28 months, according to the Birmingham News. Only one -- Emery Harris -- has received jail
time, for five months. Prosecutors filed 38 counts -- including 30 related to insider trading -- against James
Bennett, 47, HealthSouth's president and COO from to  You people have I have been hoodwinked. In
December , HealthSouth moved expenses to capital accounts. The judge did not impose a fine, citing Mr.


